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Sea and swimming-pool for all : instructions for use

Entirely foldaway,
without any tool, SOFAO
slides into a medium-size
car boot.

The wheels are mounted on
axles and are entirely
removable. Then, they are
easily assembled thanks to
the pre-mounted split pin.

SOFAO in swimming-pools

Once the wheels
assembled, you can drive
SOFAO until the bathing
site: its 80cm bottom width
allows to pass through any
swimming-pool front door.

The armrests are foldaway
to enable an easy transfer
from the wheelchair to
SOFAO. Thanks to the
adjustable backrest (5
positions), SOFAO can be
put horizontally to change
the bather or shower him
before entering the pool.

To fold and unfold SOFAO,
it takes just around 20
seconds…without any tool
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Its minimum size when
folded enables an easy
storage.

Do not forget to unfold the floaters as they ensure the
floatability and stability.

The safety belts are not
compulsory, you can put
them in the back for
bathers who do not need
them.

The guide, equipped with antislip soles, can put the bather into
the water by letting it roll along
the pool wall. To get out, you just
have to proceed the other way.
For the heaviest bathers, we
recommend one guide at the
back and one guide in the pool.

OPTION
You can also mount the front
roller with brake onto the nose,
thanks to a 13mm key, so that the
guide can easily move around on
poolside tiling or concrete
surfaces. It also allows a simple
entry into the pool.
(See instructions for use)
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The headrest is adjustable and
the backrest can be reclined in
5 positions so that anyone can
find the suitable position. The
backrest position is blocked
thanks to a simple hand or foot
pressure on the cable situated
on the bottom back part of the
backrest.

The level of water can be
regulated thanks to the 4
stabilizer-floaters. For a better
use comfort, the floaters have
to be positioned at shoulder
level. It is still possible to
adjust them once into the
water.

SOFAO in beaches, seashores,lakeshores…

The front grip enables
to move SOFAO around
on loose terrains and
allows to get easily in
and out of the water.

OPTION
Tire-Sofao enables to pull
more easily on any kind of
loose terrains. The front steerwheel is connected to a
towbar to enable hassle-free
travel. It can be mounted on
and off at front part of SOFAO.
(See instructions for use)
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OPTION
An extra pair wheel helps you
to get across loose terrains,
especially beach sand. They
are mounted onto the original
wheel axle.

The bather can move around in the
water with small arm movement. If
this is not possible, the guide can
move SOFAO and the passenger
thanks to the back handle or front grip.

The bather always has to be
under adult supervision.

Thanks to its anonized
aluminium and electropolish
stainless steel structure, its
Battline® antifungal fabric: no
particular maintenance is
required. Just a spray-rinse at
the end of each day out on the
water, particularly on hinges.

Enjoy your bathing time !
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